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Aaron Jaffe and Jonathan Goldman, eds.
Modernist Star Maps. Afterword by Nancy Armstrong.
Burlington: Ashgate, 2010.
265 pp. us $99.95.
This book is deceptive. Its unassuming appearance—a solid blue hardback
cover includes a star that might have been drawn with a ruler and marking pencil on the back of a napkin—belies the watershed contribution
it makes to an understanding of the profound mutual impact of literary
and celebrity culture during the modernist period. Modernist Star Maps’
guiding premise is that the modernist period saw the rise of both popular
and literary celebrity which, while often understood as participating in
the increasingly polarized realms of low and high culture, instead need
to be understood as related rather than merely coincidental or parallel
trajectories. It further illustrates, through numerous case studies, the ways
in which celebrity both underscores and undermines the narrative of personal development that emerges as central to both popular and literary
narratives of the modernist period.
Celebrity has fueled fascination in the scholarly as well as the popular
press—with touchstones of the critical dialogue surrounding celebrity
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emerging in the 1960s—during the closing decades of a century that witnessed the institutionalization of the disciplines of communication and
cultural studies and the emergence of literary theory. Two literary modernists who are actively shaping the discourse surrounding celebrity edit this
collection of essays. Goldman’s Modernism Is the Literature of Celebrity
was released in April 2011 and Jaffe’s Modernism and the Culture of Celebrity was published in 2005. By approaching the topic of celebrity from the
particular perspective of modernist literary scholarship, they expand the
scope of the discussion of celebrity to include literary celebrity and what
they call the literature of celebrity’s moment (10).
Celebrity, it should be noted, has been largely treated as a hot potato by
modernist literary scholars, with the possible exception of Faye Hammill,
author of Women, Celebrity, and Literary Culture between the Wars (2007),
who has a chapter in this collection. For the most part, critical touchstones
on celebrity have emerged from the disciplines of cultural, communication,
or media studies, even of sociology: Roland Barthes (Mythologies, 1972),
S. Paige Baty (American Munroe: The Making of a Body Politic, 1995), Leo
Braudy (The Frenzy of Renown, 1986), Richard Dyer (Stars, 1979), Ellis
Cashmore (Celebrity Culture, 2006), Lauren Glass (Author Inc.: Literary Celebrity in the Modern United States, 1880–1980, 2004), Fred Inglis
(A Short History of Celebrity, 2010), Leo Lowenthal (Literature, Popular
Culture, and Society, 1961, in addition to his earlier studies of biography),
David Marshall (Celebrity and Power, 1997), Joe Moran (Star Authors: Literary Celebrity in America, 2000), Chris Rojek (Celebrity, 2001), Graeme
Turner (Understanding Celebrity, 2004).
The particular contribution of Modernist Star Maps is that it both
closely engages with and builds upon this body of criticism (with the
exception of Inglis’s eminently readable and witty book, presumably
because it was published concurrently with this volume), while also bringing to bear on the topic a body of literary theory that allows each and all of
the contributors to look at the individual subject as object of fascination
and scrutiny, a move that, as Jaffe and Goldman point out, is central both
to modernism and to popular culture (10). Interestingly, the result is, as
Nancy Armstrong mentions in her afterword, its seeming inverse, since
the thoughtful contributions in this volume shift attention from the “now
tired discourse of the celebrity as ‘object of the gaze’ to the celebrity as
‘subject undergoing transformation’ ” (240). Both these seemingly mutually
contradictory statements are true, since the book’s three sections work
to showcase the dynamic nature of celebrity and present the business of
personality creation as that of writers and artists (section one), popular
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celebrities and their promoters (section two), and audiences who play an
active role in shaping the legacies and “afterimages” of celebrities (section three).
More specifically, the book’s first section, “Celebrity Modernisms,”
focuses on the complex intersections of literary authorship and persona
creation and includes strong analyses of the rise and fall of well-known
literary stars (Stein and Toklas, Fitzgerald and Gatsby, Wilde and Dorian
Gray, Orlando and the Scarlet Pimpernel) and of why other stars had
difficulty rising so high (Ersine Caldwell and Eric Walrond). The second
section, “Modernist Celebrities/Modernist Vernaculars,” looks to popular
celebrities and the mechanics of self-fashioning that involved the production of glamour (for example, Greta Garbo, Cléo de Mérode), sophistication (by Vanity Fair and other “smart magazines”), and affect (Hitler, Elvis).
The third section extends the study of affect and influence by scrutinizing
the role of the audience in celebrity culture. First, Goldman, looking at
Chaplin, notes how the celebrity sign renders visible not the individual
but, rather, the audience (204–05). Next, Stephen Watt looks at the way
Ireland’s tourist industry has reclaimed and “retrofitted” Beckett for its
benefit. Finally, Stephen Connor riffs from a personal encounter with
Rolf Harris (of “Tie Me Kangaroo Down, Sport” fame) to render explicit
what has been implicit throughout the volume to that point: that celebrity
culture invites both adulation and critique, even defilement and violence.
This book is the culmination of a conversation between literary scholars that began with a mla panel in 2005, gathered momentum in the 2006
Modernist Studies Association seminar in Tulsa, and took shape as a book
that includes an astute afterword from Nancy Armstrong signaling links
and insights shared by the book’s chapters. The book is a collection of
articles that touch on a dizzyingly diverse group of celebrities (as evident
from those few referred to earlier), while also developing a remarkably
cohesive argument and sense of purpose. In their co-authored introduction, Goldman and Jaffe are quick to map out the book’s critical territory,
including the particular form of celebrity at play: “Celebrity in the form
we recognize it best is a phenomenon of a particular moment, one shared
with the period of literary modernism, identified here as spanning the
end of the nineteenth century and the mid-twentieth century” (6). That
is, celebrity “names the form that fame takes under conditions of modernity” (9) and should be understood as “authorial/literary self-fashioning
in extremis” (9).
Jaffe and Goldman explicitly identify three aims for the book: to correct the critical oversight by modernist scholars of celebrity culture (5), to
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“uncover the hidden role of modernism as a vanishing mediator in emergence of celebrity as cultural dominant” (5), and to build on “and critically
reassess academic work that has attempted to chart the relation between
modernism and popular culture” (10). In a nutshell, the book lives up to
their promises. Along the way, it also offers a sophisticated scrutiny of
some of the most vexed terms in the study of celebrity culture: desire and
affect (183); ritualized rapture in relation to less noble fascination (121);
character in relation to personality (107); and celebrity in relation to fame
(7), mythology (238), or commodity (239). Together with Fred Inglis’s A
Short History of Celebrity, Modernist Star Maps marks 2010 as a moment
when the critical dialogue surrounding celebrity took an enormous leap
forward.
Nathalie Cooke
McGill University

Jennifer Andrews. In the Belly of a Laughing God: Humour
and Irony in Native Women’s Poetry. Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 2011. 324 pp. $55.00
Aboriginal humour is an important part of Native Canadian literature/
criticism. If you have read Sherman Alexie or if you have seen the standup
of Charlie Hill, you are probably already aware that Aboriginal people can
be funny. In 2005, Drew Hayden Taylor’s collection of humour writing,
Me Funny, began the somewhat laborious task of unpacking how and why
Aboriginal people are comical. Now, In the Belly of a Laughing God furthers the conversation on the critical implications of Aboriginal humour
by focusing on Aboriginal women: Joy Harjo (Muskogee), Wendy Rose
(Hopi, Miwok), Kimberly Blaeser (Anishinaabe), Jeannette Armstrong
(Okanogan), Diane Glancy (Cherokee), Marie Annharte Baker (Anishinaabe), Marilyn Dumont (Metis), and Louise Halfe (Cree).
Jennifer Andrews begins by noting that “Native humour has traditionally been dismissed or ignored altogether” (10). I disagree. Ten years ago
this may have been a viable argument, but the work of Taylor, Sherman,
and Hill, not to mention Thomas King, Tomson Highway, and newcomer
Kevin Loring, has, I think, made humour an unavoidable element of the
criticism. A stronger point—the one which is implicit to Belly—is that
Aboriginal women’s humour is often dismissed or ignored. You may have
noticed that the list of Aboriginal humorists I just gave is all men. That
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may very well be my own hang-up, but I would argue that while Aboriginal
humour is alive and well, the dominant culture is still unsure about assigning the funny to women. As Andrews notes, comedy has the potential to
“challenge dominant … paradigms and reinforce new ones” (32). Because
of this challenge, I would add, conservative culture, which has always been
concerned about repressing feminine perspectives, wants to maintain
comedy as the domain of men. This misogyny remains a major hurdle for
female humorists.
Indeed, a recent Fox News article (itself unintentional comedy for many
of us) argued that “funny women who aren’t all that sexy may struggle in
the new comedy landscape.” Never mind that some of the funniest male
stand-ups are overweight slubs who consider ironing a fashion statement.
The point made by Fox News is that unless women comics are here to reinforce patriarchal ideals about femininity and entertainment, they shouldn’t
bother showing up. Obviously, we are not as concerned with sexy quite
as much in the academy. In fact, comparing university scholars to Fox
News reporters is a bit of a stretch. Still, I am not entirely sure that latent
expressions of this type of sexism are not still present. I might go so far as
to suggest that the lack of criticism on female Aboriginal humorists may
suggest that we are not quite willing, or able, to accommodate comedy
into our definition of “Native woman.” Or, to put it differently, if the stoic,
wooden Indian stereotype still haunts our work, the spectre is probably
not a man.
I have taken this rather lengthy detour here as means of introduction because I think it is important to set up precisely how important is
Andrews’s contribution. Humour in Aboriginal women’s writing is simply
an underdeveloped field. To be clear, this is not because Aboriginal women
are not funny. If you need a quick example, just have a look at Halfe’s
“Der Poop” in Bear Bones and Feathers. In this age of apology, it is both
entirely relevant and entirely hilarious. In the Belly is a sharply analytical
book that challenges the reader to think how and why Aboriginal women
writers are using humour in their work. “The belly of the laughing god,”
a phrase borrowed from Joy Harjo, is, for Andrews, a place of resistance
and survival, “a much needed sanctuary for Indigenous populations from a
world that has threatened their existence” (4). The critic does an excellent
job of locating herself in the various discourses with which she is engaging,
clearly measuring her work in relation to poetry, feminism, and Native
literature. However, it should be noted that her analysis is firmly based in
a politics of resistance, which always already sets these poets up to be read
in relation to settler culture. As Kristina Fagan notes, “to read Aboriginal
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humour only in terms of its relationship to white society is limiting” (24).
To be clear, this is not to say that resistance should be abandoned in order
to free up alternative readings but, rather, that we need to be aware of the
hermeneutics it sets up. Or, to put it differently, Aboriginal women don’t
have to be resisting to be funny.
That being said, what is most interesting about Andrews’s analysis is
her willingness to explore the limits of the poetic genre and illustrate how
these limits contribute to our understanding of humour itself. According
to her, humour and irony “challenge dominant scholarly paradigms and
reinforce new ones in a manner that is playful and engaging yet also forceful and provocative, creating a space that recognizes and celebrates a more
diverse understanding of what poetry means to these women writers and
their reading communities” (32). By engaging her subjects’ use of performance art, music, and photography, Andrews demonstrates the ways
in which poetry deconstructs hegemonic representations of Aboriginal
people, encouraging the reader/audience to engage in acts of play with
signifier.
The ways in which Andrews brings photographs into this conversation
is particularly insightful, insofar as stereotypes of the stoic Indian are often
derived from photographs in which Aboriginal people appear “humourless [and] wooden” (Andrews 188). As Andrews argues, recontextualizing
these photographs in their own work, poets such as Halfe and Glancy
“create […] the opportunity to revise dominant white western assumptions
about Native histories and families” (184). Humour is thus defined in the
poets’ ability to unsettle colonial convention by recasting signification in
service to new ideas.
I found the analysis of Glancy’s photograph, “My father and me on my
first war horse,” particularly evocative in these regards. The photograph
shows a young girl on a pony, her father holding her in place. After first
explaining that the poet’s mother used to keep her out of the sun, in fear
that she would become dark skinned like her father, Andrews then points
out the shadow of the mother that intrudes into this particular shot: “Here
Glancy’s mother becomes a ghostly shadow, a dark ‘Other’ [determined]
to control the representation of her daughter” (201). This reading challenges us to find the play implicit to a signifier and to rethink the way
photographs report on the past. Original analysis like this is inspiring, and
it helps to clarify the ways in which seemingly static representations can
be reimagined in service of the communities they captured.
In the Belly of the Laughing God makes an important contribution to
the field of Aboriginal literature. The topic is vital, and the much of the
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work examined here is in need of analysis of this high a calibre. In terms of
my own criticisms, however, I am a little nervous about the critic’s use of
“prostitute” to describe Aboriginal sex workers in the downtown eastside
of Vancouver. In a text so concerned with resistance and deconstructing
hegemonic representations of women, it may be somewhat backward to
uncritically assign some of them this delimiting nomenclature. Sex work
may yet be a litmus test for those of us working with theories of representation (for more on this topic, see Rekart, “Sex-Work Harm Reduction”). I
also found myself wishing that Andrews would allow her own comic voice
to come through a little more in her work. At times, it feels as if the seriousness of the criticism is at odds with the content matter. Clearly, a large
point of this text is that comedy is serious business, but so many of these
poems are also very playful and fun to read: I think again of “Der Poop”;
read it if you haven’t yet. The solemnity of Andrews’s analytics sometimes
overshadows this fun, but this may be an unavoidable side effect of her
emphasis on resistance. These minor points notwithstanding, In the Belly
sheds new light on an important and previously underdeveloped topic. I
was very happy to see book-length criticism on these poets, and I hope
this text inspires even more work.
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Jane Campbell. A. S. Byatt and the Heliotropic Imagination.
Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier up, 2010. 320 pp. $42.95.
Jane Campbell, one of the first academic critics of A. S. Byatt’s fiction, has
written a comprehensive, invaluable study of all Byatt’s novels and short
fiction published until 2002. (Although Wilfred Laurier University Press
published the paperback edition that I am reviewing in 2010, A. S. Byatt
and the Heliocentric Imagination first appeared in hard cover in 2004.
Consequently, it does not include commentary on either Byatt’s Little
Black Book of Short Stories [2003] or her Booker Prize nominated The
Children’s Book [2009].)
Campbell’s book is lucidly written and logically organized. She proceeds chronologically, beginning with Byatt’s first-published novel, The
Shadow of the Sun (1964) and devoting successive chapters to the novels
and collections of short fiction that Byatt subsequently published. Campbell offers a lengthy introduction and detailed close readings of the texts.
Her pace is leisurely, and she comments even-handedly and fulsomely
on all of them, providing ample space for discussion of even the most
obscure of the short stories. This careful, slow criticism is similar to what
she describes as “Roland’s patient, honest work” (135) on Randolph Ash’s
poetry in Possession (1990). Her analysis is supported by plot summaries
intended to jog readers’ memories of the fictions, by judicious, scholarly
references to many of the literary works that the erudite Byatt weaves
intertextually into the web of her own fictions, by citations of other critics who have written on Byatt’s fiction, and by readings of Byatt’s own
criticism that aim at bringing her aesthetic principles to light. Campbell’s
approach is to read with, rather than against, the grain of Byatt’s work,
honouring her intentions and identifying with the implied readers that
the books create.
Her appreciative method yields many insights, but it also closes off
areas of inquiry. For example, because Byatt is opposed to the idea that
the purpose of art is self-expression and discourages biographical readings
of her texts, Campbell does not explore many connections between the
life and the work. Moreover, she refuses opportunities to challenge Byatt’s
thinking. For example, she rejects out of hand Monica Flegel’s reasoned,
persuasive critique of Byatt’s sexual and class politics in Possession (Flegel
428–30).1 In Campbell’s discussion of the paucity of liberating texts for
women readers of the 1950s, which Byatt dramatizes in the experience of
1 See Flegel’s “Enchanted Readings and Fairy Tale Endings in A. S. Byatt’s Possession”( English Studies in Canada 24 [1999]: 413–30).
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The Shadow of the Sun’s Anna Severell, she argues that Byatt posits the
need for women to become what Judith Fetterly calls “resisting readers,”
but Campbell herself offers scant resistance to Byatt’s texts.
Although she eschews any narrow theoretical stance, Campbell identifies her critical orientation as broadly feminist. In this regard, she follows
Byatt, who has had an ambivalent relationship to feminism as a movement in the sense that she has bridled against its narrow concentration on
women’s issues and its ideological coerciveness while still herself championing the cause of women’s political freedom and equality. The principal
topic of Campbell’s study emerges from Byatt’s feminism: it is the focus
on imaginative activity by female characters and on their reading, creative
writing, and other forms of artistry.
The title of Campbell’s book derives from Byatt’s struggle to overturn
the Neoplatonic analogy between male creativity and the sun, which
allows women only a dependent, lunar creativity that merely reflects the
sun’s light. Although Campbell says that “Byatt’s heliotropic imagination
has required a genderless sun” (16), she actually goes on to show in her
chapter on Possession how Christabel LaMotte’s mythological narratives
Melusine and The Threshold make the creative, life-giving sun female. A
“resisting reader” of texts written in the patriarchal literary tradition, Byatt
is also a revisionist author, as Campbell demonstrates. She discusses, for
instance, how the structure of the quartet of novels featuring the protagonist Frederica Potter undermines the conventional teleology of the
traditional novel about women, which ends in either marriage or death.
In her chapter on the fairy stories in The Djinn in the Nightingale’s Eye
(1994), Campbell explains how Byatt subverts patriarchal conventions of
the fairy-tale genre without producing mere feminist propaganda. The
book as a whole, says Campbell, “can be seen as a step toward framing a
feminist narratology” (190).
Byatt’s interest in reading and writing as overt subjects within her fiction not only makes her an allusive, bookish author but also renders her
texts metafictional in that they foreground their own constructedness
and investigate the connections and gaps between language and its referents, between representations of many kinds and what they purport
to represent. Campbell places this characteristic of Byatt’s fiction in the
large context of postmodernism, showing that she is both a realist who is
skeptical of realism and a postmodernist who is critical of postmodernism.
Campbell properly stresses the important influence on Byatt of Iris Murdoch, whose seminal essay “Against Dryness” (1961) emphasizes the elusive,
unrepresentable nature of reality. Campbell shows that there is a tension
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throughout Byatt’s work between artistic shaping and order on the one
hand and, on the other, everything in life that is formless and contingent.
Campbell links Byatt’s suspicion of the consolations provided by artistic patterning with chaotic events in her fiction such as the unexpected,
accidental deaths of Stephanie Orton in Still Life (1986) and the painter
Joshua Riddell in “Precipice-Encurled” (1987). The latter death especially
dramatizes the theme memorably, since Riddell shockingly plunges from
a cliff to his death in the very act of trying to order nature artistically by
composing a painting of a storm that is brewing. Campbell also explains
that, along with Murdoch, Byatt accepts the ethical obligation to respect
the impenetrable otherness of real people, who cannot be represented in
art without being falsified. Campbell analyzes the novelist Julia Eskelund
in Byatt’s second novel, The Game (1967), as an example of an artist who
fails “to recognize and respect […] the opacity of persons” (48). The result
is bad, destructive art that precipitates the suicide of her sister, Cassandra
Corbett, who feels trapped and distorted by Julia’s transformation of her
into a character in one of her novels.
Readers interested in A. S. Byatt will find much to profit from and enjoy
in Jane Campbell’s book. Her commentary on the fiction is informative,
tactful, and often illuminating. Her mature judgment and her extensive
knowledge of both Byatt’s texts and the relevant contexts for understanding them give her critical readings a real authority and persuasiveness.
Frederick M. Holmes
Lakehead University

Jane Tolmie and M. J. Toswell, eds. Laments for the Lost in
Medieval Literature. Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols, 2010. xii +
306 pp. eur 60,00.
“Grief,” Jane Tolmie, co-editor of this volume, wisely notes, “is not contained or solved by art. Quite the contrary. It is preserved and passed on to
the reader or audience for specific purposes, didactic, affective, and memorializing” (284). Tolmie’s observation in her essay “Spinning Women and
Manly Soldiers” is also an effective comment on Tolmie and M. J. Toswell’s
volume. The essays in Laments for the Lost in Medieval Literature, the
nineteenth volume in Brepols’s Medieval Texts and Cultures of Northern
Europe series, all attempt to identify on some level how and to what end
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medieval cultures pass grief on via literary art. The result is an impressive
mixture of critical approaches and divergent texts that are still connected
by their central theme, grief and lament, and even more, as Anne Klinck
points out in her contextualizing essay, by “the mourning of dead children”
(17). Klinck observes that the topic of lament is “overwhelming” in its
ambiguity of precise definition (1). To this end, Klinck’s introductory essay
helpfully provides distinctions between elegy and lament while tracing the
history of the lament genre and different types of lament from Homer to
Milton. Klinck’s expansive introduction, then, serves as a useful net to cast
over the majority of the essays in the collection, especially for those less
familiar with medieval lament literature.
Among the most significant qualities of this collection is the various
although complementary critical approaches found throughout. A particularly observable trend is the use of “trauma studies” or “trauma theory” in approaches to medieval laments. Thus, Mary Ramsey in her essay
“Dustsceawung: Texting the Dead in the Old English Elegies” grounds her
discussion in the psychoanalytic theory that sufferers of intense trauma
must “externalize” their experience to recover from it. And while Ramsey
discusses Old English texts, Tolmie also points us to trauma theory in her
analysis of the Middle English Massacre plays, establishing the cumulative
psychological effect of the biblical traumas of the Fall, the Massacre of
the Innocents, and the Crucifixion that finds expression in the depiction
of women (by men) in the Middle English plays. Approaching medieval
literature through trauma theory is a savvy, rarely explored move that
fits the subject matter especially well, since it provides a useful nexus
of critical approaches that is at once poststructuralist, historicist, and
psychoanalytical.
The use of theories of trauma is but one consistent approach in the volume. In Joseph Harris’s intelligent and thought-provoking analysis “ ‘Myth
to Live By’ in Sonatorrek,” which is an updated version of a 1999 paper,1
Harris convincingly argues that real laments in Old Norse culture were
modeled on mythic ones, using the archetypal lament of Odin for Baldr as
a case study. Harris ends with a diagram (171) that illustrates the impulses
that lead to the development of literature, a diagram that gives literature,
myth, ritual, and anxieties equal generative potential to lead from one to
the other. Significantly, each essay in this collection might be looked at as
participating in a facet of Harris’s diagram.
1 See Joseph Harris, “Goðsögn sem hjálp til að lifa af i Sonatorreki,” Heiðin Minni.

Eds. Haraldur Bessason and Baldur Hafstað (Reykjavik: Heimskrinla, 1999),
47–70.
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Ramsey’s essay, for example, is an insightful analysis of Old English
elegy that blends archaeological study of burial sites such as Sutton Hoo
with literary analysis, carefully describing the ritualistic significance of
grave goods. Ramsey shows that ritual burial gives rise to the Old English elegies, as one branch of Harris’s diagram illustrates, and the elegies themselves become containers of memory that perpetually transmit
their contents to future generations. Anne Savage’s essay, “The Grave,
the Sword, and the Lament: Mourning for the Future in Beowulf,” takes a
similar approach: beginning with a Foucauldian reading of “the connection
between archaeology and mourning” applied to the grave sites like Sutton
Hoo (68), Savage moves to a discussion of how objects link us to the dead,
describing Beowulf itself as an artifact and a cultural grave site, one that
contains and reveals different levels of both parental and cultural grieving.
Through all of these essays runs the explicit or implicit suggestion that
the purpose behind these laments is to encourage audience identification, and at times over-identification, with those who are lamenting. For
instance, in “Christine de Pizan’s Life in Lament,” Nadia Margolis traces
the historical causes for the many different types of heart-rending lament
that Christine de Pizan penned over her life, ending with a discussion of
Pizan’s Heures de Contemplacion. Margolis argues that the Heures, Pizan’s
meditation on the Passion, should be read as “universalizing the overwhelming pain of untimely maternal bereavement” (281).
So, too, Amy Vines argues in “Lullaby as Lament” that the purpose
of the Middle English Nativity lyrics, specifically the lullaby lyrics, was
“to encourage the reader’s emotional identification with Mary’s lament
about the future Crucifixion” (202). This audience identification is precisely what Elizabeth Towl perceptively determines as the purpose of the
“devotional immediacy” (257) of The Lamentacioun of Oure Lady. The
author of the Lamentacioun attempts to close the temporal gap between
the event being described and the reader’s experience of it, which causes
an over-identification for the reader, in which the reader plants himself
or herself directly in the experience of Mary’s grief.
Marian laments play perhaps the most ubiquitous role in this collection; nearly every author must mention them, for they were the most
popular type of lament literature in medieval Europe. Anna Czarnowus’s
intriguing comparative study of the Old Polish Listen, Dear Brothers and
Chaucer’s Man of Law’s Tale uses Marian lament as the axis of comparison of the theatricality displayed by Mary in the Old Polish poem and by
Constance in Chaucer’s tale. The two works enact the same “theatre of
salvation” that allow for the empathizing of the audience. After providing
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a useful discussion of two important terms for the collection as a whole,
“child” and “lament,” Jan Ziolkowski’s illuminating essay “Laments for Lost
Children: Latin Traditions” also must inevitably turn to Marian laments
for a time before looking at a variety of hagiography and classical Roman
poetry. Ziolkowski makes the provoking observation that most laments
written for dead children would have almost certainly been written by
members of the clergy, monks, or nuns, people without children themselves. The writing of such laments would have required a compassionate
attempt by the authors to put themselves in the position of the grieving
parent. It ought to be recognized, Ziolkowski supposes, that the Church
was as much concerned with the causes of hurt as with healing that hurt.
There are a few outliers in this collection, although they contribute to
the breadth of the volume in general and often prove invaluable for the
reader unfamiliar with general medieval lament literature. For instance,
Rebecca Krug’s essay “Natural Feeling and Unnatural Mothers” helps to
contextualize the issue of medieval parental mourning. Not only does she
emphasize how mistaken we would be to assume that medieval parents
did not care for their children, but she identifies a real concern over the
development of negative associations with grieving too much for lost
children in Chaucer’s Clerk’s Tale (226).
Taking a completely different approach, Susan Small’s “The Language
of Philomena’s Lament” is an effective structuralist rumination on the
meaning behind the nightingale’s call of “Oci! Oci!” that closes Chrétien
de Troyes’s Philomena. Small attempts to sift through the opposing critical perspectives: is “oci” a call to kill? a lament over the dead? or simply
onomatopoeic? Small’s response ends up being a sort of composite theory:
the sound may be onomatopoeic of the nightingale’s song, but only if we
consider that the nightingale is simultaneously a woman who has endured
all of the grisly horror of Philomena’s life.
Russell Poole’s essay, like Harris’s, deals with Sonatorrek, but Poole
gives less attention to the moving poetry of Egill’s lament, concentrating
instead on a historical reading of the lament that traces out its influences
from Anglo-Saxon and even Carolingian cultures. Poole’s findings are no
less valuable, though; building upon Harris’s initial thesis that Egill’s lament
is structured on Odinic myth, Poole finds the influence of Christian cultures on Sonatorrek, a discovery that greatly complicates traditional images
of Viking “paganity” and forces us to question how “heathen” Sonatorrek
might be (198).
M. J. Toswell’s contribution, “Structures of Sorrow: The Lament Psalms
in Medieval England,” is another paper that stands apart from the rest in
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terms of subject matter, for the primary focus of the paper is to demonstrate the influence of the lament Psalms on later literature in England.
While Toswell certainly identifies structural and thematic continuities, it
is difficult from the evidence given to assess the level of direct influence,
to understand how truly fundamental the vocabulary and structure of the
Psalms are to poems such as The Wanderer and The Seafarer. Nevertheless, Toswell certainly succeeds in showing the unrivaled presence of the
Psalms throughout medieval England.
The collection benefits from Derek Pearsall’s “Postscript/Postlude/
Afterword,” which provides a useful synthesis of the essays preceding it
but moves us into further consideration of the “most touching non-Marian
lament of maternal loss” (305) in English literature, which Pearsall identifies in Lydgate (305). Further, Pearsall assures us that Lydgate has the
“surest touch” among writers of planctus Mariae (304), which has the odd
effect of leaving readers wishing for, perhaps, a greater representation of
Lydgate in the volume, as Pearsall’s is the first.
The volume, then, despite its varied subjects, holds together quite
nicely. While most scholars will come to the book for a single essay, they
may be pleasantly surprised to find others with complementary arguments. Laments for the Lost in Medieval Literature is a useful volume for
scholars of all levels as well; nothing is too arcane or unexplained not to
be approached from a less experienced scholar, and all quotations in the
various languages throughout (with the exception of Middle English) are
given excellent translations.
Despite all points in favour of the volume, readers might leave the book
muttering their own ubi sunt beneath their breath. With so much material
on Marian laments, Old English elegies, or Sonatorrek in a single volume,
one misses the inclusion of perhaps some study of Welsh elegiac literature
or Irish laments, of which there are many examples. It is also regrettable
that the essays are not followed by bibliographies, although their footnotes
are thorough, and perhaps the most lamentable omission of the present
volume is its lack of an index. Not all volumes in the Medieval Texts and
Cultures of Northern Europe series have indices, but some do, such as the
last volume published in 2008 entitled Broken Line: Genealogical Literature in Late-Medieval Britain and France, and this is an inconsistency in
the series that could see welcome remediation.
Still, Laments for the Lost in Medieval Literature is a singular collection
that brings together a wealth of admirable, thoroughly researched scholarship from both junior and senior scholars. No prior English collection
of literary criticism on medieval laments exists to my knowledge, and it
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is unlikely that such an earlier collection might have incorporated the
simultaneous diversity and harmony of critical approaches one finds here.
Andrew Klein
University of Notre Dame

Alison Conway. The Protestant Whore:
Courtesan Narrative and Religious Controversy in England,
1680–1750. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2010.
Illustrated. xii + 291 pp. $65.00.
This study argues that the English novel long bore the marks of the religious-political crisis that shaped—and shook—the Restoration political
settlement. In evidence, Alison Conway offers stimulating concluding
chapters on Daniel Defoe’s Roxana (1724) and (together) Samuel Richardson’s Clarissa (1747–1748) and Henry Fielding’s Tom Jones (1749).
An insightful earlier chapter treats Aphra Behn’s Love-Letters between
a Nobleman and His Sister (1684–1687)—a scandal romance satirizing
the Monmouth conspirators and, arguably, the first English novel. But
Conway first plunges into the murky waters of Restoration sexual and
religious-political polemic, from which Love-Letters emerged during the
parliamentary campaign to exclude the Roman Catholic James, Duke of
York, from succeeding his brother as king and therefore head of an episcopal, Protestant state church. Religion was inseparable from politics. A
Catholic head of the English Church could—as the Duke of York did when
he became James ii and vii—undermine the Church’s authority and its
monopoly on power. The Restoration Court’s flagrant libertinism made
sex too political. An attack on a French Catholic mistress like Louise de
Kéroualle, Duchess of Portsmouth, covertly challenged Charles ii’s proFrench foreign policy. In a familiar but apocryphal anecdote, Nell Gwyn
called herself the king’s Protestant whore. Oddly wrapping fallen flesh in
a mantle of religious and national virtue, she became for some an apolitical counterpart to Portsmouth or the Duke of Monmouth, the Protestant
bastard who sought the throne of his uncle and king. The courtesan paradoxically made public the monarch’s private vices, incarnated domestically
political threats to the kingdom, and problematized the affiliations of sex
and gender with power and authority.
Asserting its unifying authority, the Church of England excluded
Roman Catholics and Protestant dissenters from civic office and was
divided internally between High Church exclusiveness and Broad Church
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solidarity with other Protestants. Since partisan rivalry begot stories faster
than Charles could beget bastards, the courtesan became a potent figure
with which to conjure. Viewed by Protestants as a version of the Scarlet Whore, a Catholic mistress was nominally subordinate to Protestant
English masculinity but potentially the subversive agent of foreign power.
The Protestant Lucy Walters (or Walter), Monmouth’s mother, inspired
subversive stories that Charles ii had secretly married her, making not
James but her son by (perhaps) Charles the heir to the throne. James was
further discredited by the story that he had acknowledged his marriage
to Anne Hyde only reluctantly, in effect slurring as a whore the mother of
Queens Mary ii and Anne. As the Protestant whore, Nell Gwyn variously
embodied the rise from obscurity to prosperity, femininity corrupted by
a dissolute aristocracy, Protestant Englishness, and loyalty to the person
and authority of the king. Conway is a sure guide to the ways courtesan narratives address, in shifting contexts, contradictions at the heart
of religious-national ideology. Dedicating works to Nell Gwyn and the
foreign Catholic mistress, Hortense Mancini, Duchess of Mazarin, Behn
characteristically links the female author, the courtesan, and the often
corrupt sources of political power. Seduced by a Monmouth conspirator,
Silvia in Love-Letters becomes a sexual adventurer on the Continent—a
Protestant whore who, like Behn, unsettlingly blends staunch royalism
with a feminist critique of masculine power.
The story that Mary ii and her Dutch Protestant husband William iii
had providentially rescued the nation from Papist absolutism in 1688–89
proved to be a problem. Many feared (or hoped) that the exiled James ii or
his descendants would return at the head of a foreign army. By tolerating
dissenting Protestants, William undermined Anglican trust, reviving religious ferment. Popular tales of the illicit female power that had corrupted
Restoration England troubled even the legitimate rule of Mary ii and then
Anne. Did Providence favour Mary or James? Mary was a queen but not a
mother, a pious Protestant but an undutiful daughter struck down young
by smallpox. Anne was staunchly English and Anglican, but versions of
courtesan narrative cast her female favourites as insidious agents of the
godless Whigs (Sarah Churchill, Duchess of Marlborough) or the Church
Party (Abigail Masham). Conway carefully explicates the most famous of
these, The Secret History of Queen Zarah and the Zarazians (1705), illuminating its treatment of female political ambition.
Students of the fascinating poetry, drama, and prose spawned by the
sexual-political-religious ferment of the Restoration will find this study
invaluable. Conway interprets her political figure with authority, examin150 | Oakleaf

ing images as well as unfamiliar tracts: she considers (and includes photographs of ) a 1683 frontispiece, seven portraits of royal mistresses, and
Govanni Battista Tiepolo’s Empire of Flora (circa 1743). Students of the
novel, though, may find the early chapters heavy going. Conway is not to
blame. Late Stuart polemic tackles with alarming passion issues and events
now familiar only to specialists. Any usefully thick description of Restoration politics—Conway cites Clifford Geertz (15)—necessarily obscures the
larger contours of cultural change. Even the historical glossary of dates,
declarations, and acts nestled between the text and the notes (183–85)
presupposes knowledge the reader may not have to hand.
Fortunately, the heavy going opens onto stimulating views of central
novels. The religious conflict charted here preceded Protestant individualism. In Roxana, Defoe chooses a Restoration setting and a protagonist
who calls herself a Protestant whore because, Conway argues, he refuses
to uncouple religious interiority from the political repression that opposes
it, economic modernity from the potentially tyrannical monarchy that
oversees its institutions. A seasoned propagandist, he begins his novel
within a community of Protestant refugees from Catholic persecution
and ends it within a divided family. Roxana flees from the abandoned
daughter with her name, Susan figuring here as an authoritarian daughter
who would subjugate her parent, reabsorbing her capitalist self-fashioning
into familial structures.
To turn next to Clarissa might seem perverse, but Conway makes
a strong case that Richardson’s implacably virtuous protagonist allows
him, within the microcosm of the family, to investigate quasi-monarchical authority in ways reminiscent of Behn: Clarissa’s “radical antinomian
impulses … bring us to the brink of the courtesan’s amoralism and the
iconoclasm of the Protestant whore” (159). After this tour de force, the
turn to a novel set during that last gasp of the late Stuart religious-political
crisis can hardly surprise. In Tom Jones—a novel whose links to libertinism Tiffany Potter explored in Honest Sins: Georgian Libertinism and
the Plays and Novels of Henry Fielding (1999)—the heroine is mistaken
for Bonnie Prince Charlie’s mistress, Jennie Cameron. But Conway productively reverses genders: Fielding’s bastard protagonist “emerges as the
eighteenth-century novel’s last, great Protestant Whore” (161), sharing this
role with, through the figure of Flora, both the narrator and Sophia. An
embarrassing episode often slighted gets welcome attention: Tom accepts
pay for his sexual liaison with Lady Bellaston. Tom’s sexual indiscretions
illuminate the extent to which the garrulous masculine narrator of Fielding’s history evades alleged Protestant certainties. Turning on unexpected
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similarities, Conway’s readings demonstrate a wit that seconds her judgment that these novels look back to the Restoration political crisis.
There are some slips. Roxana is not Defoe’s “final novel” (112). Richardson’s correspondent appears as Lady Bradsheigh (158). The text systematically refers to the Duke and Duchess of Malborough. And the
reader could well ask for more. The leap to Defoe and beyond skips over
politically effective scandal romances undeniably by Delariver Manley—as
Queen Zarah is not—and novels by such women as Eliza Haywood and
the Jacobite Jane Barker. Is it only in Defoe’s appropriation of it that the
amatory novel revisits the Restoration political crisis? As a marketing ploy
if no more, Roxana originally sported a title, The Fortunate Mistress, that
responded to Haywood’s recent Idalia; or, The Unfortunate Mistress (1723).
The Protestant whores of Richardson and Fielding may have more kin than
this study acknowledges. But tracing the novel’s ideological entanglement
in the formative quarrels of an intensely partisan age is a task for many
hands. Alison Conway has made an essential contribution.
David Oakleaf
University of Calgary

Alison Rukavina. The Development of the International Book
Trade, 1870–1895: Tangled Networks. Basingstoke and New
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010. 182 pp. $80.00.
One manifestation of a rising interest in material culture is the rapid
development of the field of book history. Where traditional bibliography
elevated the book as a timeless object to be described, enumerated, or collected, its historicization tends to focus attention on the ways these books
circulated and the systems of institutional control to which they were
subjected. A history of books is not just an account of successive editions,
then, but an investigation into the economic, legal, and socio-political
circumstances under which they were produced. One important outcome
of such a “sociology of bibliography,” to use D. F. McKenzie’s phrase, is
the kind of close and careful examination Alison Rukavina undertakes
into how this social space of cultural production has been negotiated
and contested.
Rukavina’s The Development of the International Book Trade concentrates on the relations between London publishers and the Australian
book trade at a time when the British Empire is reaching its peak, but
the larger implications of these business relationships are never far from
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her mind. The result is a book that is as daring in its theoretical reflections as it is firmly rooted in painstaking archival research. In the first
place, the fundamental conception of her project challenges the limits
of previous studies. Book history has until recently been grounded on a
national model. Important multi-volume studies such as the Cambridge
History of the Book in Britain or the History of the Book in Canada reflect
this emphasis on the circulation of books within a single country. However, the value of taking a wider view that crosses national boundaries is
made evident by Rukavina’s work. The relations she traces among colonial
book markets, London publishing houses, and ambitious entrepreneurs
who served as indispensable go-betweens points toward the vitality of
transnational exchange at the end of the nineteenth century, a trade that
foreshadows the growth of a globalized economy in the twentieth century.
Rukavina gives economic history a human face, however, by concentrating on a handful of key “book trade agents” whose criss-crossed interrelationships give concrete expression to abstractions about international
development. Scottish-born George Robertson, for one, emigrated to
Australia in the early 1850s. Having been apprenticed to a bookseller in
Dublin where he spent his early youth, he set up a bookstore in Melbourne
where he sought to satisfy both the needs of a rapidly growing reading
public and the larger Imperial imperative of British identity by disseminating products of the home culture. In 1857, Robertson established a
London branch of his firm (initially headed by his brother) in order to
secure the sources of the latest books and to improve the reliability of
long-distance shipments. Robertson’s business improved immeasurably
when, in 1870, he appointed the resourceful Edward Petherick to head his
London operation. Born near Bristol, the son of a stationer, Petherick was
barely six years old when the family emigrated to Australia and set up as
booksellers. At the age of fifteen, in 1862, he went to work in Robertson’s
Melbourne establishment. His young assistant proved such an asset to
the firm that in 1870 Robertson appointed him to head the London office.
Petherick assiduously promoted Robertson’s growing distribution and
wholesale network for British books in Australia and New Zealand and
formed strong business relationships with major publishers like Macmillan, Longman, and Bentley. He also took charge of finances and communications and explored the potential of new transportation routes. When
Robertson decided to wind down his activities in 1887 due to advancing
age, Petherick started his own firm, the Colonial Booksellers’ Agency, in
London, with the backing of several big London publishers with whom
he had done business. Not content merely to distribute books on behalf
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others, he bought up their stereotype plates and began to reprint books
for colonial markets under his own name. Besides Robertson’s old clients
in the Australian colonies, Petherick now sought to build a many-sided
business that could supply publications throughout the Empire, including
India, Asia, and Africa, as well as to the booksellers in Britain and Europe.
Petherick sensed that the demand for English-language books had spread
globally, and it became his ambition to provide for the needs of book buyers on an international scale. In the process, he emerged as a competitor
to the interests he continued to serve.
Representatives of the large London publishers kept a close eye on
Petherick’s activities. George E. Brett, the manager of Macmillan’s office
in New York, grew increasingly to appreciate the potential of international
markets and urged his head office superiors to capitalize on Petherick’s
initiatives. Initially, Brett was content to distribute the publications Macmillan sent him from London, but sensing the potential of the North
American market he also began to publish and distribute books directly
out of New York. Recognizing the advantages of the new transportation
routes Petherick had pioneered, he recommended that Macmillan make
use of the transcontinental railway system to send shipments to Australia
via San Francisco. After Petherick had exploited the benefits of this route
for almost a decade, Brett recommended that his son George E. Brett
travel to Australia to assess the desirability of Macmillan’s entering that
market directly. For the immediate future, however, the Macmillan Company decided to rely on Petherick’s superior local knowledge and contacts
and continue to let him act as middleman for their products. In this way,
influential book trade agents depended on one another in developing the
overseas trade at the same time as they sought ways to control markets
that were proving more and more lucrative.
Trends in the North American book market also influenced trade
practices elsewhere in the Empire. The absence of international copyright
led to a rampant trade in cheap reprints in the U.S. and Canada, at the
expense of major London publishers like the firm the Bretts represented.
Robertson and Petherick raised the spectre of book piracy in order to
manipulate the established London publishers into depending on them
as sole agents who would keep American imprints out of their Australian
territory. In a remarkable central chapter, Rukavina examines this highly
competitive and unregulated book trade in North America. Drawing on
the pioneering work of George Parker, she shows how “pirates” like James
Lovell and George Munro functioned to challenge British dominance by
taking advantage of loopholes in the Foreign Reprints Act of 1847, which
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Canada adopted. Australian booksellers did not pursue the provisions of
the Act, however, thanks to the influence Robertson’s distribution network could exert there. Only with the guarantees provided by the signing
of the Berne Convention in 1886 did these circumstances change. Thus,
legal structures also played a significant role in shaping the behaviour of
international book trade agents.
Combing through the Macmillan archive and Petherick’s unpublished
letters and manuscripts, Rukavina carefully constructs an intriguing and
detailed picture of these transactions and interconnected interests, but
her most original and stimulating contribution arises when she places this
system of international commodity exchange into a theoretical context.
The multitude of ways in which agents like Robertson, Petherick, and the
Bretts both co-operated and competed with one another demands, she
argues, a new model for the social space of the book trade. Understanding
these relations in terms of an Imperial centre and a far-flung periphery are
too simple and fails to take into consideration advances in communications (such as the telegraph) and in transportation via rail and steamship.
Instead, the interrelationship of book trade agents is better conceptualized
as “a social network,” a decentred system in which the members function
interdependently with one another. In the complex dynamics of this system, each agent functions as “a node within a network” connected with
others and interacting with them over many paths. Drawing on Deleuze
and Guattari, Rukavina makes a strong case for what she identifies as a
“rhizomic model,” a system of shoots and roots such as sustain grass or a
potato patch, an organism that is non-hierarchical and propagates itself
successively and extensively rather than from any single source of origin.
This idea of a tangled social network enables Rukavina to occupy a unique
position within print culture studies and to challenge some of its foremost
theorists. She finds Darnton’s notion of a communications circuit “too
linear” and insufficient to describe the complexities of the international
trade in books. Bourdieu’s structure of dominant and dominated positions
within the cultural field she argues is “too binary” to capture the shifting
interrelationships among the agents she examines, who function within
a system in which not only London but New York and Melbourne each
emerge as centres that complement and rival one another. Theoretically
informed, Rukavina’s analysis advances debate over some of the largest
issues in book history today.
Besides interconnection and multiplicity, Rukavina’s social network
model also envisions the possibility of rupture. The most important rupture in the relations among the agents on whom she concentrates is the
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failure of Petherick’s Colonial Booksellers’ Agency as a result of his mounting debts starting in 1893. His backers among the consortium of London
publishers could have prevented his bankruptcy with timely loans, but
they allowed him to go under. They had been content to let Robertson
and then Petherick assume the risks of developing foreign markets and to
benefit from the contacts and distribution network that their go-betweens
had cultivated. But the growing profits they had realized since 1870 now
assured these big publishers that they could dispense with the services of
a middleman and could trade directly in overseas markets. George P. Brett
especially came to see Petherick as a competitor and was convinced that
Macmillan’s could flourish abroad by opening their own offices staffed
with their own representatives and dispensing with the intermediaries they
had employed. Ultimately, Petherick became a victim of his own success.
Rukavina’s study of the international book trade is fascinating in the
way it inevitably raises questions of power. She leaves it up to the reader
to judge how, in the wake of the demise of Petherick’s enterprises, major
publishing houses like Macmillan entered local markets and became
multinational concerns. Her dispassionate and somewhat clinical tone in
recounting this history cannot obscure the human drama of an incipient
global economy in which small entrepreneurs jockey for position with
large corporations. What is at stake in this contest to dominate book
markets provides a cautionary model for larger world developments that
continue to this day.
Ronald Tetreault
Dalhousie University

Ian D. Copestake. The Ethics of William Carlos Williams’s
Poetry. Rochester: Camden House, 2010.
viii + 180 pp. us $75.00.
One would expect that the editor of the William Carlos Williams Review
would have an encyclopedic knowledge of both Williams’s oeuvre, which
is immense and multi-generic, and also the enormous amount of scholarship devoted to this central modernist American writer. Ian D. Copestake
doesn’t disappoint in either category. While one might dispute Copestake’s
claim that Williams is “the single most influential figure in the development of American poetry in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries”
(2), his familiarity and affection for Williams’s writing, in addition to
his mastery of the accompanying commentary (from poets, critics, and
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biographers) make this book a valuable contribution to William Carlos
Williams studies. Arguing that a youthful exposure to Unitarianism provided Williams with an ethical outlook that informed his long literary
(and medical) career, Copestake urges scholars to assess Williams’s hostility to tradition by reconsidering his quietly held religious ideas. More
specifically, Copestake maintains that Williams’s poetics of avant-garde
organicism was influenced by his early exposure to the Unitarian interest
in Pre-Raphaelite social philosophy and aesthetics (a Unitarian church
Williams attended in Philadelphia as a young man features stained glass
windows created by Henry Holiday). After establishing these connections,
Copestake then reformulates Williams’s complicated debts to Emerson
through an analysis of the latter’s strategic use of rhetoric and preoccupation with understanding the nature of contemporaneity. These initial chapters set the frame for an extended exegesis of Paterson as the
embodiment of interconnected Unitarian ideals regarding public service,
self-realization, and the need for “clarity.”
Part of Copestake’s project, then, is historical. Attentive to the occasions when critics have perceived Unitarianism to be a small, perhaps even
incidental part of Williams’s background, Copestake wishes to provide a
corrective. Usefully citing the work of Reverend George H. Badger (the
first pastor of the Rutherford Unitarian church, an organization partially
founded by Williams’s father), Copestake delineates those Unitarian principles that he believes the young Williams would later transform into a
personal poetics. The Unitarian church advocated individual freedom—
with the corollary that self-actualization contributed to spiritual growth
and that this growth implicitly enabled service to others—and Badger
insisted that the struggles inherent in ordinary, seemingly lacklustre lives
are the “ ‘sources of noblest flights of literature … and causes of great
heroisms’ ” (21). For Copestake, the church congregation’s primary ethos
“ ‘nothing that is not true’ … provides a source for William’s own
five word modernist creed … ‘No ideas but in things’ ” (17). To some, this
particular connection might seem tenuous; however, Copestake is quite
persuasive when he eloquently depicts Unitarian symbolism and PreRaphaelite artworks (and corresponding aesthetics) as being a foundation
for Williams’s ongoing use of floral imagery. In making his case, Copestake
deftly cites Williams’s essays, letters, and autobiography, assembling a useful and cohesive synthesis of the varying ideas and impulses that formed
Williams’s poetics. (I’ll return to The Autobiography of William Carlos
Williams shortly because I sense it intimates a Williams that is possibly
different from the one presented in this study.) Copestake is often a talReviews | 157

ented close reader, providing several nuanced interpretations of poems
from different stages of Williams’s career, although much of the textual
analysis quite properly engages Paterson, given the poem’s emphasis on
the fraught intersection between the local and the poet’s mind (which for
Copestake is where the Unitarian ethos and Williams’s poetics are most
clearly mapped out). That Copestake conscientiously treats individual
poems as artworks that seek to be autonomous is one of the book’s virtues;
Copestake skilfully illuminates the verbal complexity that Williams sculpts
through line breaks and paradigmatic semantic shifts. On several occasions, though, one wonders if the overall thesis pertaining to Unitarianism
is necessary for these astute readings. Put differently, The Ethics of William
Carlos Williams’s Poetry usefully fills in several gaps in our understanding
of the poet’s intellectual biography (although readers will react variously
as to whether or not the Unitarian claims are ultimately convincing), and
it provides several insightful readings, but a number of them could be
arrived at independently of the Unitarian thesis.
When Copestake says in his introduction that he wishes “to achieve
a better understanding of what compelled Williams to make poetry so
central to his life and what hopes he had for it” (1), he immediately gains
the reader’s confidence because, more than many poets, Williams almost
ceaselessly thought and wrote directly about these things. Copestake
admirably takes Williams at his word in his beliefs that the genuine artist
must discern the nature of the contemporary and dispense with inherited
forms and attendant dogma. Furthermore, the artist can be the capable,
and often anguished, “physician” who is desperately needed if the multiple failings of the body politic are to be diagnosed and possibly treated,
if not necessarily cured. Locating Williams within the pragmatic tradition, especially through a careful discussion of William James’s notions of
“faith,” Copestake clarifies Williams’s resilient belief (despite major health
problems and continual self-doubts about his work) that to write poetry
involves both creating and paying honest attention to the actual, finite
individual self and, further, that the poet must be cognizant of participating in a particularly shaded historical moment amongst quite specific
people going about the messy business of life. If Williams’s poetics requires
the writer to expose the self relentlessly to an often antagonistic environment but simultaneously maintain the self’s fundamental and idiosyncratic
integrity, there’s the persistent risk of solipsism, a philosophical danger
with which Paterson is much concerned. However, as Copestake valuably
explains: “This freeing up, via the embrace of iconoclasm, one’s potential
for self-expression was intended to clear away through the clutter gathered
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around an individual’s sense of the value of his own existence” (136). Thus,
for both the clinician and the poet, intense curiosity requires a corresponding degree of detachment.
Copestake frequently cites from The Autobiography of William Carlos
Williams to mine those instances when Williams refers to his Unitarian
past and to flesh out how Williams’s self-consciousness about his two
careers manifests the Unitarian emphasis on the dynamic between self
and community. However, it is equally possible to approach Williams’s
autobiography and then see him as participating in what one might loosely
call a broad phenomenological rebellion against tradition that has little
to do with Unitarianism or even American pragmatism. Space constrains
me here: let me suggest only that the impulse behind Williams’s exuberant approval of Hemingway’s decision to “take minute notes describing
[a dog’s decomposing corpse] in all its beauty” (Autobiography 212), an
action that made Robert McAlmon disgusted, combined with Williams’s
persistent and cryptic remarks about an ineffable “thing” (most often associated with his clinical experience or memories of sexual adventure; see
Autobiography, “Of Medicine and Poetry,” “The Practice”) that instigated
his need to write intimate a poetics that places Williams in the company of
Baudelaire (The Painter of Modern Life), Rilke (in Duino Elegies especially),
and the James Agee of Let Us Now Praise Famous Men to name only a few
writers. (J. Hillis Miller incisively anatomizes this “thing” as a “formless
ground … which is always already there, chaotic, senseless, absurd, but
fecund, holding within itself the possibility of all forms [“Reality” 51–52]).
As we know from his oeuvre, what Williams found in being a physician and
almost never in libraries was that life evades every mode of discourse that
seeks to encapsulate it (consider his story “Joan Beicke,” which concerns a
dying infant); what preoccupied and infuriated him as a poet was that no
one—from politicians to “academic” artists—was getting “it” right. “We
can’t name it,” Williams explains, “we know it never gets into any recognizable avenue of expression” (Autobiography 360).
My point isn’t to suggest that Copestake’s emphasis on Unitarianism
is reductive; rather, it is to maintain that the desire to speak to one’s historical moment in Williams’s avant-garde manner goes beyond any artist’s individual intellectual history. I’ve no disagreement with Copestake’s
observation that, from Williams’s vantage point, “faith is a belief in the
capacity of every individual to make contact with an intrinsic identity, the
recognition of which is obscured by the distractions of dominant value
systems and competing desires” (145). Neither do I have difficulty with
Copestake’s relating such an ethos with Unitarianism and American pragReviews | 159

matism. These observations certainly complicate our understanding of
Williams’s work. When I compared Williams to Agee earlier, it was to link
their common antagonisms to the status quo and similar phenomenological aesthetic strategies; I find a curious confirmation of Copestake’s study
when I observe on the Internet that four of Agee’s poems were included
as texts for a Knoxville Unitarian Universalist Church service in 2005.
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